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sayuri is stunned and surprised as she is the
only candidate who is still alive. she wakes
up from the commotion and finds guren who
is still in the room. he says that she is the
next to be confirmed and he feels that she is
the best choice. she is overjoyed and asks
him to give her the orders as she will start
immediately. shinoa is telling everyone of
the procedure to fight the demons. sayuri is
told to look after guren and she is sure that
she will be able to do so. sayuri is surprised
to be given so much responsibility as she is
only a sergeant. she also wonders if she is
the best choice as she has only been
studying for a year. guren is concerned
about the reactions of the candidates and
that they would be reluctant to follow her
but sayuri is sure that she will be able to
lead them. sayuri goes for a walk to explore
the grounds but shinoa gets onto the
elevator with her. as they ascend the
elevator shinoa says that they have a
meeting but sayuri is confused. they reach
the meeting room and sayuri is surprised to
find that everyone has formed a circle to
her. she is unsure of what is going on and
hears guren enter the room. guren is
captured by the vampires as they attack the
helicopter with a fire attack. sayuri uses her
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telekinesis to keep the vampires distance
while shinya is able to save guren. when the
attackers teleport away, sayuri uses her
telekinetic abilities to keep the vamps from
following her and shinya. as she returns to
the field, sayuri tells shinya to gather the
squad and stay together as she watches
guren escape with his group of escaped
vampires. having no strength to help, she
offers to help with the evacuation of
civilians.
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Jagged Vs Sayuri

mito is wearing a formal jacket and waits in
the testing area as he watches the students

choose partners. shinoa finds herself
matched with sayuri-bannai who speaks with
a commanding voice. she asks if he is okay
with it and mito replies that he is fine. team
sayuri-bannai have been assigned to work
on the test that will take place later today
and assigned by sayuri. shinoa asks mito if

he is okay with his assignment and he
replies that he will do his best. mito is

handed a couple of spell tags and starts to
walk away. kureto calls out to him and asks

if he needs any help, he is not that strong on
magic. shinoa explains she has chosen to
help them with their work and kureto calls

for mito to join him as he starts to learn from
shinoa. sayuri is a bit surprised by the

appearance of mito in the testing area and
tells everyone else that this is the new

student they have. shinoa is worried about
mito and wishes they could have explained
more. but, sayuri says she cannot explain it
in detail, but its no problem at all for her to

help them with their work. sayuri tells shinoa
that mito and kureto are friends and mito
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can trust kureto. [19] sayuri explains that
she is surprised by his strength as he has no

practice in magic and from what she has
seen so far he is doing really well. with
shinto, sayuri, shino and mito, she is

surprised by the strength of the students
and asks if they know what they are doing.

sayuri explains that they will be going out to
the field and they will be tested on how they

work together as a team. 5ec8ef588b
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